COVID POLICY
Modified: 9/20/2021

Based on the high rates of COVID infection in the Kearsarge service area, the KNP Board has updated the COVID policy of KNP. It is our expectation to review these recommendations monthly and make changes as appropriate based on the best available information.

The KNP board has reviewed the latest CDC recommendations for COVID. The report most directly applicable to KNP is “Interim Public Health Recommendations for Fully Vaccinated People” from the CDC. Based on those recommendations and a review of the most recent information from the New Hampshire Department of Public Health, the board establishes the points of policy listed below as of September 20, 2021.

The COVID policy of KNP has been updated based on the high rates of COVID infection in the Kearsarge service area.

General Rules

- All KNP volunteers are encouraged to be vaccinated.

- KNP requests that its clients be masked when receiving services from KNP within their home or when in a vehicle with a KNP volunteer.

Unvaccinated Volunteers

- Unvaccinated KNP volunteers should always be masked when participating in outdoor activities.

- It is not appropriate for unvaccinated KNP Volunteers to be in confined spaces -- indoors or in cars or trucks with KNP clients.

Vaccinated Volunteers

- Vaccinated KNP volunteers need not wear masks when involved in outdoor activities.

- Vaccinated KNP volunteers should wear a mask whenever they meet with clients, or work indoors, or are in a vehicle engaged in a KNP activity.